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Mark Kurlansky's first global food history since the bestselling Cod and Salt; the fascinating cultural, economic, and
culinary story of milk and all things dairy--with recipes throughout. According to the Greek creation myth, we are so much
spilt milk; a splatter of the goddess Hera's breast milk became our galaxy, the Milky Way. But while mother's milk may be
the essence of nourishment, it is the milk of other mammals that humans have cultivated ever since the domestication of
animals more than 10,000 years ago, originally as a source of cheese, yogurt, kefir, and all manner of edible innovations
that rendered lactose digestible, and then, when genetic mutation made some of us lactose-tolerant, milk itself. Before
the industrial revolution, it was common for families to keep dairy cows and produce their own milk. But during the
nineteenth century mass production and urbanization made milk safety a leading issue of the day, with milk-borne
illnesses a common cause of death. Pasteurization slowly became a legislative matter. And today milk is a test case in
the most pressing issues in food politics, from industrial farming and animal rights to GMOs, the locavore movement, and
advocates for raw milk, who controversially reject pasteurization. Profoundly intertwined with human civilization, milk has
a compelling and a surprisingly global story to tell, and historian Mark Kurlansky is the perfect person to tell it. Tracing the
liquid's diverse history from antiquity to the present, he details its curious and crucial role in cultural evolution, religion,
nutrition, politics, and economics.
During the last few decades, research into natural products has advanced tremendously thanks to contributions from the
fields of chemistry, life sciences, food science and material sciences. Comparisons of natural products from
microorganisms, lower eukaryotes, animals, higher plants and marine organisms are now well documented. This book
provides an easy-to-read overview of natural products. It includes twelve chapters covering most of the aspects of natural
products chemistry. Each chapter covers general introduction, nomenclature, occurrence, isolation, detection, structure
elucidation both by degradation and spectroscopic techniques, biosynthesis, synthesis, biological activity and commercial
applications, if any, of the compounds mentioned in each topic. Therefore it will be useful for students, other researchers
and industry. The introduction to each chapter is brief and attempts only to supply general knowledge in the particular
field. Furthermore, at the end of each chapter there is a list of recommended books for additional study and a list of
relevant questions for practice.
The definitive guide to stability design criteria, fully updated and incorporating current research Representing nearly fifty
years of cooperation between Wiley and the Structural Stability Research Council, the Guide to Stability Design Criteria
for Metal Structures is often described as an invaluable reference for practicing structural engineers and researchers. For
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generations of engineers and architects, the Guide has served as the definitive work on designing steel and aluminum
structures for stability. Under the editorship of Ronald Ziemian and written by SSRC task group members who are
leading experts in structural stability theory and research, this Sixth Edition brings this foundational work in line with
current practice and research. The Sixth Edition incorporates a decade of progress in the field since the previous edition,
with new features including: Updated chapters on beams, beam-columns, bracing, plates, box girders, and curved
girders. Significantly revised chapters on columns, plates, composite columns and structural systems, frame stability, and
arches Fully rewritten chapters on thin-walled (cold-formed) metal structural members, stability under seismic loading,
and stability analysis by finite element methods State-of-the-art coverage of many topics such as shear walls, concrete
filled tubes, direct strength member design method, behavior of arches, direct analysis method, structural integrity and
disproportionate collapse resistance, and inelastic seismic performance and design recommendations for various
moment-resistant and braced steel frames Complete with over 350 illustrations, plus references and technical
memoranda, the Guide to Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures, Sixth Edition offers detailed guidance and
background on design specifications, codes, and standards worldwide.
the undergraduate course in structural steel design using the Load and Resistance Factor Design Method (LRFD). The
text also enables practicing engineers who have been trained to use the Allowable Stress Design procedure (ASD) to
change easily to this more economical and realistic method for proportioning steel structures. The book comes with
problem-solving software tied to chapter exercises which allows student to specify parameters for particular problems
and have the computer assist them. On-screen information about how to use the software and the significance of various
problem parameters is featured. The second edition reflects the revised steel specifications (LRFD) of the American
Institute of Steel Construction.
An all-star team of eighteen conservative writers offers a hilarious, insightful, sanctimony-free remix of William Bennett’s
The Book of Virtues—without parental controls. The Seven Deadly Virtues sits down next to readers at the bar, buys them
a drink, and an hour or three later, ushers them into the revival tent without them even realizing it. The book’s
contributors include Sonny Bunch, Christopher Buckley, David “Iowahawk” Burge, Christopher Caldwell, Andrew
Ferguson, Jonah Goldberg, Michael Graham, Mollie Hemingway, Rita Koganzon, Matt Labash, James Lileks, Rob Long,
Larry Miller, P. J. O’Rourke, Joe Queenan, Christine Rosen, and Andrew Stiles. Jonathan V. Last, senior writer at the
Weekly Standard, editor of the collection, is also a contributor. All eighteen essays in this book are appearing for the first
time anywhere. In the book’s opening essay, P. J. O’Rourke observes: “Virtue has by no means disappeared. It’s as
much in public view as ever. But it’s been strung up by the heels. Virtue is upside down. Virtue is uncomfortable. Virtue
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looks ridiculous. All the change and the house keys are falling out of Virtue’s pants pockets.” Here are the virtues
everyone (including the book’s contributors) was taught in Sunday school but have totally forgotten about until this very
moment. In this sanctimony-free zone: • Joe Queenan observes: “In essence, thrift is a virtue that resembles being very
good at Mahjong. You’ve heard about people who can do it, but you’ve never actually met any of them.” • P. J.
O’Rourke notes: “Fortitude is quaint. We praise the greatest generation for having it, but they had aluminum siding,
church on Sunday, and jobs that required them to wear neckties or nylons (but never at the same time). We don’t want
those either.” • Christine Rosen writes: “A fellowship grounded in sociality means enjoying the company of those with
whom you actually share physical space rather than those with whom you regularly and enthusiastically exchange cat
videos.” • Rob Long offers his version of modern day justice: if you sleep late on the weekend, you are forced to wait
thirty minutes in line at Costco. • Jonah Goldberg offers: “There was a time when this desire-to-do-good-in-all-things was
considered the only kind of integrity: ‘Angels are better than mortals. They’re always certain about what is right
because, by definition, they’re doing God’s will.’ Gabriel knew when it was okay to remove a mattress tag and
Sandalphon always tipped the correct amount.” • Sonny Bunch dissects forbearance, observing that the fictional Two
Minutes Hate of George Orwell’s 1984 is now actually a reality directed at living, breathing people. Thanks, in part, to the
Internet, “Its targets are designated by a spontaneously created mob—one that, due to its hive-mind nature—is virtually
impossible to call off.” By the time readers have completed The Seven Deadly Virtues, they won’t even realize that
they’ve just been catechized into an entirely different—and better—moral universe.
Emphasizes actual structural design, not analysis, of multistory buildings for seismic resistance. Strong emphasis is
placed on specific detailing requirements for construction. Fundamental design principles are presented to create
buildings that respond to a wide range of potential seismic forces, which are illustrated by numerous detailed examples.
The discussion includes the design of reinforced concrete ductile frames, structural walls, dual systems, reinforced
masonry structures, buildings with restricted ductility and foundation walls. In addition to the examples, full design
calculations are given for three prototype structures.
For undergraduate/graduate-level foundation engineering courses. Covers the subject matter thoroughly and
systematically, while being easy to read. Emphasizes a thorough understanding of concepts and terms before
proceeding with analysis and design, and carefully integrates the principles of foundation engineering with their
application to practical design problems.
&Quot;This book makes extensive use of worked numerical examples to demonstrate the methods of calculating the capacities of structural
elements. These examples have been extensively revised from the previous edition, with further examples added. The worked examples are
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cross-referenced to the relevant clauses in AS 4100: 1998."--BOOK JACKET.
J. Ross Publishing Classics are world-renowned texts and monographs written by preeminent scholars. These books are suitable for
students, researchers, professionals and libraries.
This classic text begins with an overview of matrix methods and their application to the structural design of modern aircraft and aerospace
vehicles. Subsequent chapters cover basic equations of elasticity, energy theorems, structural idealization, a comparison of force and
displacement methods, analysis of substructures, structural synthesis, nonlinear structural analysis, and other topics. 1968 edition.
"From the elite performance coach for Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, Dwyane Wade, and many others-and the author of the powerful
bestseller Relentless-a no-holds-barred formula for winning that is ideal for business people, athletes, and anybody wanting to achieve
success. In Relentless, Tim Grover showed that you need to be tough and ruthless-toward others and yourself-to achieve your goals. Now, in
Winning he takes that skill repertoire to an even higher level, demonstrating why he is one of the world's most sought-after mindset experts.
Based on three decades of work with elite competitors like Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, and Dwyane Wade, Winning challenges you to
destroy every obstacle in your path, even if, at the moment of greatest triumph, it may be all taken away. Whether you're an athlete striving to
win, an entrepreneur building a business, a CEO managing an empire, a salesperson looking to close a deal, or a high achiever determined
to stand in the winner's circle, Winning offers thirteen key principles for ramping up your performance to the maximum. If you're addicted to
the taste of success and crave more, then you're ready for the results-driven performance formula found here. And if you're already winning
and want to learn how to execute excellence repeatedly-so you can own not just this moment, but the next, and the next-then Winning is for
you"--
This revision of Segui's best-selling introduction to structural steel design closely reflects ongoing changes in the AISC LRFD Specifications
and The Manual fef of Steel Construction. Its practical, down-to-earth presentation avoids excessive detail while providing a comprehensive
study of structural steel design, including coverage of tension and compression members, beams, beam-columns, and connections. In later
chapters, the book delivers a systematic discussion of composite members and plate girders. Synopsis This introductory textbook for
undergraduate engineering students outlines the basic concepts in structural steel design, and discusses tension meters, compression
members, beams, mean-columns, simple connections, eccentric connections, composite connections, and plate girders.
The "Classic Edition" of Shigley & Mischke, Mechanical Engineering Design 5/e provides readers the opportunity to use this well-respected
version of the bestselling textbook in Machine Design. Originally published in 1989, MED 5/e provides a balanced overview of machine
element design, and the background methods and mechanics principles needed to do proper analysis and design. Content-wise the book
remains unchanged from the latest reprint of the original 5th edition. Instructors teaching a course and needing problem solutions can contact
McGraw-Hill Account Management for a copy of the Instructor Solutions Manual.
STEEL DESIGN covers the fundamentals of structural steel design with an emphasis on the design of members and their connections, rather
than the integrated design of buildings. The book is designed so that instructors can easily teach LRFD, ASD, or both, time-permitting. The
application of fundamental principles is encouraged for design procedures as well as for practical design, but a theoretical approach is also
provided to enhance student development. While the book is intended for junior-and senior-level engineering students, some of the later
chapters can be used in graduate courses and practicing engineers will find this text to be an essential reference tool for reviewing current
practices. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
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version.
Now in its second English edition, Mechanics of Materials is the second volume of a three-volume textbook series on
Engineering Mechanics. It was written with the intention of presenting to engineering students the basic concepts and
principles of mechanics in as simple a form as the subject allows. A second objective of this book is to guide the students
in their efforts to solve problems in mechanics in a systematic manner. The simple approach to the theory of mechanics
allows for the different educational backgrounds of the students. Another aim of this book is to provide engineering
students as well as practising engineers with a basis to help them bridge the gaps between undergraduate studies,
advanced courses on mechanics and practical engineering problems. The book contains numerous examples and their
solutions. Emphasis is placed upon student participation in solving the problems. The new edition is fully revised and
supplemented by additional examples. The contents of the book correspond to the topics normally covered in courses on
basic engineering mechanics at universities and colleges. Volume 1 deals with Statics and Volume 3 treats Particle
Dynamics and Rigid Body Dynamics. Separate books with exercises and well elaborated solutions are available.
The new edition of Reinforced Concrete Design includes the latest technical advances, including the 1995 American
Concrete Institute Building Code. Review questions and problem sets at the end of every chapter are identical to those
your civil engineering undergraduates will encounter in practice.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. ¿This resource provides the necessary background in mechanics that is
essential in many fields, such as civil, mechanical, construction, architectural, industrial, and manufacturing technologies.
The focus is on the fundamentals of material statics and strength and the information is presented using an elementary,
analytical, practical approach, without the use of Calculus. To ensure understanding of the concepts, rigorous,
comprehensive example problems follow the explanations of theory, and numerous homework problems at the end of
each chapter allow for class examples, homework problems, or additional practice for students. Updated and completely
reformatted, the Sixth Edition of Applied Statics and Strength of Materials features color in the illustrations, chapter-
opening Learning Objectives highlighting major topics, updated terminology changed to be more consistent with design
codes, and the addition of units to all calculations.
Seiring dengan perkembangan ilmu pengetahuan dan teknologi, standar atau peraturan yang mengatur mengenai
spesifikasi perencanaan suatu struktur juga mengalami perubahan. Buku ini merupakan penjelasan mengenai
perencanaan struktur baja berdasarkan Standar Nasional Indonesia (SNI) 1729:2020 tentang Spesifikasi untuk
Bangunan Gedung Baja Struktural sebagai revisi dari SNI 1729:2015 tentang Spesifikasi untuk Bangunan Baja
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Struktural. Pada Bab I, buku ini menjelaskan tentang dasar-dasar material baja, seperti sifat mekanis, karakteristik
kekuatan baja, serta metode pengujian kekuatan baja. Konsep desain perencanaan struktur baja yang menggunakan
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD)dan Allowable Stress Design (ASD) dibahas pada Bab II. Selain membahas
mengenai konsep desain, pada bab ini juga dibahas mengenai jenis-jenis beban serta kombinasi pembebanan yang
digunakan pada perencanaan bangunan gedung. Pada Bab III mulai dibahas mengenai perencanaan struktur baja,
dimulai dengan perencanaan batang tarik. Selanjutnya pada Bab IV dilanjutkan dengan pembahasan perencanaan
batang tekan. Perencanaan sambungan baut dan sambungan las pada struktur baja dijelaskan pada Bab V dan Bab VI.
Selain perencanaan komponen struktur batang tarik dan batang tekan, dijelaskan juga mengenai perencanaan struktur
elemen lentur (balok) pada Bab VII. Perencanaan struktur baja pada portal yang menggunakan elemen balok kolom lebih
lanjut dibahas pada Bab VIII.
Wind power plants teaches the physical foundations of usage of Wind Power. It includes the areas like Construction of
Wind Power Plants, Design, Development of Production Series, Control, and discusses the dynamic forces acting on the
systems as well as the power conversion and its connection to the distribution system. The book is written for graduate
students, practitioners and inquisitive readers of any kind. It is based on lectures held at several universities. Its German
version it already is the standard text book for courses on Wind Energy Engineering but serves also as reference for
practising engineers.
Here's the ultimate guide to being the best—and safest—driver possible. And an absolute must for everyone with a
learner's permit. Former Top Gear Stig and professional driver Ben Collins shares expert skills culled from a twenty year
career as one of the best drivers in the world, famous for racing in the Le Mans series and NASCAR, piloting the
Batmobile, and dodging bullets with James Bond. Refined over thousands of hours of elite-level performance in the
physics of driving, his philosophy results in greater control and safer, more efficient and fun driving for all skill levels.
McPhee, in prose distinguished by its warm humor, keen insight, and rich sense of human character, looks at the people
who drive trucks, captain ships, pilot towboats, drive coal trains, and carry lobsters through the air: people who work in
freight transportation.
Presents the background needed for developing and explaining design requirements. This edition (the first was 1971) reflects the formal
adoption by the American Institute of Steel Construction of a specification for Load and Resistance Factor Design. For beginning and more
advanced undergraduate courses in steel structures. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Experts in the field provide a state-of-the-art treatment of multi-cable stay systems, segmental concrete construction, composite concrete and
steel construction, parallel strand stays, and alternate designs. New edition emphasizes US bridges.
Fourteen years on from its last edition, Cable Supported Bridges: Concept and Design, Third Edition, has been significantly updated with new
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material and brand new imagery throughout. Since the appearance of the second edition, the focus on the dynamic response of cable
supported bridges has increased, and this development is recognised with two new chapters, covering bridge aerodynamics and other
dynamic topics such as pedestrian-induced vibrations and bridge monitoring. This book concentrates on the synthesis of cable supported
bridges, suspension as well as cable stayed, covering both design and construction aspects. The emphasis is on the conceptual design
phase where the main features of the bridge will be determined. Based on comparative analyses with relatively simple mathematical
expressions, the different structural forms are quantified and preliminary optimization demonstrated. This provides a first estimate on
dimensions of the main load carrying elements to give in an initial input for mathematical computer models used in the detailed design phase.
Key features: Describes evolution and trends within the design and construction of cable supported bridges Describes the response of
structures to dynamic actions that have attracted growing attention in recent years Highlights features of the different structural components
and their interaction in the entire structural system Presents simple mathematical expressions to give a first estimate on dimensions of the
load carrying elements to be used in an initial computer input This comprehensive coverage of the design and construction of cable
supported bridges provides an invaluable, tried and tested resource for academics and engineers.
'An Introduction to Modern Vehicle Design' provides a thorough introduction to the many aspects of passenger car design in one volume.
Starting with basic principles, the author builds up analysis procedures for all major aspects of vehicle and component design. Subjects of
current interest to the motor industry, such as failure prevention, designing with modern materials, ergonomics and control systems are
covered in detail, and the author concludes with a discussion on the future trends in automobile design. With contributions from both
academics lecturing in motor vehicle engineering and those working in the industry, "An Introduction to Modern Vehicle Design" provides
students with an excellent overview and background in the design of vehicles before they move on to specialised areas. Filling the niche
between the more descriptive low level books and books which focus on specific areas of the design process, this unique volume is essential
for all students of automotive engineering. Only book to cover the broad range of topics for automobile design and analysis procedures Each
topic written by an expert with many years experience of the automotive industry
BBSes range from small hobbyist systems with only a few files or message areas to large commercially run boards with numerous access
lines and features. Arrangement of this directory is by state; a master list and a topic index help provide access to 10,000 bulletin boards.
Entries include contact and personnel details and a brief description. Anno
Perencanaan Struktur BajaBerdasarkan SNI 1729:2020Universitas Brawijaya Press
A seventeen-volume, alphabetically-arranged encyclopedia contains approximately five hundred articles introducing key aspects of science
and technology.
Software engineering has over the years been applied in many different fields, ranging from telecommunications to
embedded systems in car and aircraft industry as well as in production engineering and computer networks. Foundations
in software technology lie in models allowing to capture application domains, detailed requirements, but also to
understand the structure and working of software systems like software architectures and programs. These models have
to be expressed in techniques based on discrete mathematics, algebra and logics. However, according to the very
specific needs in applications of software technology, formal methods have to serve the needs and the quality of
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advanced software engineering methods, especially taking into account security aspects in Information Technology. This
book presents mathematical foundations of software engineering and state-of-the-art engineering methods in their
theoretical substance in the step towards practical applications to examine software engineering techniques and
foundations used for industrial tasks. The contributions in this volume emerged from lectures of the 25th International
Summer School on Engineering Theories of Software Intensive Systems, held at Marktoberdorf, Germany from August 3
to August 15, 2004.
J. Ross Publishing Classics are world-renowned texts and monographs written bt preeminent scholars. These books are
available to students, researchers, professionals, and libararies.
Written specifically for the engineering technology/technician level, this book offers a straight-forward, elementary,
noncalculus, practical problem-solving approach to the design, analysis, and detailing of structural steel members. Using
numerous example problems and a step-by-step solution format, it focuses on the classical and traditional ASD
(Allowable Stress Design) method of structural steel design (the method still most used today) and introduces the LRFD
(Load and Resistance Factor Design) method (fast-becoming the method of choice for the future). Introduction to Steel
Structures. Tension Members. Axially Loaded Compression Members. Beams. Special Beams. Beam-Columns. Bolted
Connections. Welded Connections. Open Web Steel Joists and Metal Deck. Continuous Construction and Plastic Design.
Structural Steel Detailing: Beams. Structural Steel Detailing: Columns. LRFD: Structural Members. LRFD:
Connections.For technicians, technologists, engineers, and architects preparing for state licensing examinations for
professional registration.
A devastating and lyrical work of nonfiction, Young Men and Fire describes the events of August 5, 1949, when a crew of
fifteen of the US Forest Service’s elite airborne firefighters, the Smokejumpers, stepped into the sky above a remote
forest fire in the Montana wilderness. Two hours after their jump, all but three of the men were dead or mortally burned.
Haunted by these deaths for forty years, Norman Maclean puts together the scattered pieces of the Mann Gulch tragedy
in Young Men and Fire, which won the National Book Critics Circle Award. Alongside Maclean’s now-canonical A River
Runs through It and Other Stories, Young Men and Fire is recognized today as a classic of the American West. This
twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Maclean’s later triumph—the last book he would write—includes a powerful new
foreword by Timothy Egan, author of The Big Burn and The Worst Hard Time. As moving and profound as when it was
first published, Young Men and Fire honors the literary legacy of a man who gave voice to an essential corner of the
American soul.
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